
 
5 day Restoration/Construction Course for AWCI 

 
Restoration and construction techniques for watchmakers who want to have 

that extra edge! 

 

Course description 

This is primarily a practical hands-on course but includes also some 
presentations and group discussions.  The duration of the course is 5 days 
and the instructor is Henrik Korpela. 

Restoring watches and constructing watches requires specific knowledge 
and skills. This course gives the participant the opportunity to upgrade 
their skills and provides some valuable pieces of information and 
knowledge to give the practicing watchmaker more capacity to solve a 
broader range of problems in restoring and constructing watches as well 
as providing a more complete overview on restoration and construction of 
watches. 

It focuses on some of the most important but also on some rarer hard to 
find techniques one will benefit from as a restorer of old watches and/or a 
watchmaker constructing modern high end watches; it does not include 
the design of new movements but focuses primarily on the construction of 
so called “kits” that watchmakers in Switzerland commonly practice in the 
various small complication departments that have become more and more 
common in Swiss watchmaking houses.   

Constructing the movements refers to a more involved assembly process 
that includes a lot of adjustments beyond just making end shakes or 
adjusting the escapement. The entire process from disassembled watch 
(kit) to finished encased watch ready to be sold will be studied. Many of 
these various techniques can be applied in the restoration of watches and 
clocks but will also benefit any watchmaker looking to upgrade his skills 
and knowledge. 

New watches and movements cannot be supplied in this course since the 
course would become too expensive for most participants; however the 
exact same methods, strategies, and techniques needed to build new high 
grade small series watches will be simulated on appropriate practice 
material. The same approach is taken on the restoration part of the course. 
In short: 

 

- Various restoration and micromechanical techniques. 

- Strategies, techniques and tool knowledge when working on “kits” 

 

 

 



 
Who should attend? 

 This course will benefit: 

- Practicing watchmakers who wish to gain more knowledge. 

- Instructors who wish to gain more knowledge. 

- Clockmakers who also have experience working on watches and would 
like to gain more knowledge. 

 

Learning Objectives 

At the end of the course, participants have understood the basics of 
restoration and construction of high end watches and are able to apply 
some of these techniques in their everyday work. 

 

Organization, content and expectations 

Pre-requisites:  

• Completion of WATCH 190: 21st century Watchmaking Standards 
• CW21 
• WOSTEP 
• or other industry certification. 

This course is a stand-alone course and it is expected that the participant 
at least have the basic skills and knowledge of general watchmaking and 
micromechanics to attend this course. The emphasis is put on practice and 
various exercises with some presentations and group discussions, there 
will be no real time to practice basics such as sharpening gravers, basic 
cuts on the lathe, or basic watch repair skills such as being able to use the 
staking set and jeweling tools and adjusting hairsprings and escapements 
as well as other basic skills, therefore it is strongly recommended to have 
some experience before attending this course. 

Content: 

• “Kit work”, construction strategies, techniques, how to deal with watch 
mechanisms and their assembly. 

• The manual milling machine: Various milling techniques for restoration 
and other uses. 

• The Lathe: Various turning techniques for restoration and other uses. 

• Restoration techniques in general. 

• Tool, material and machine knowledge for restoration and construction. 

• Various tips and tricks. 

• Group discussions. 

• Short presentations. 


